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This paper is concerned with non-linear elliptic problems of the type 
(P,): --Au= El cN + ‘)A~- 2, + EU, u > 0 on a; tl = 0 on %2, where 52 is a smooth and 
bounded domain in RN, N>4, and E ~0. We show that if the U, are solutions of 
(P,) which concentrate around a point as E -0, then this point cannot be on the 
boundary of S2 and is a critical point of the regular part of the Green’s function. 
Conversely, we show that for NZ, 5 and any non-degenerate critical point x0 of the 
regular part of the Green’s function, there exist solutions of (P,) concentrating 
around x0 as E --t 0. Q 1990 Academic Press, 1x1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 be a smooth and bounded domain in RN, N> 4, and 
p = (N-F 2)/(N- 2) so that p + 1 is critical from the viewpoint of Sobolev 
embedding. In this paper, we investigate the role of the Green’s function of 
the Laplacian in the problem 
(P,) 
1 
-Liu=UPf&U, u>O 0nSZ 
u=o on afz, 
where E is a positive real number, which will be assumed to be small. 
The importance of the regular part of the Green’s function in this type of 
equation has already been pointed out in the works of A. Bahri [3], 
B. MacLeod [ll J, R. Schoen [ 133, and H. Brezis and L. A. Peletier [S]. 
We also know from [6,7] that for any EE 10, a,[, where 2, denotes the 
first strictly positive eigenvalue of -d on HA(Q), (P,) has a solution in 
Hm. 
1 
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Let US define on Q the function 
dx) = ff(x, XL 
where 
Hb, Y) = 
1 
,y-x,N-2-G(x, Y) on QxJ2 
and G satisfies 
VXEs1 
-dG(x,.)=p,6, on Q 
G(x, .) = 0 on cK?. 
6, denotes the Dirac mass at x and pN= (N-2) meas (SN-‘). Our main 
results 2 re the following 
THEOISM 1. Assume that (u,) is a fumiZy of HA(Q) such that: 
(a) U, solves (P,), 
(b) IV~,l’-Ao as E + 0 in the sense of measures, where x0 E 0, 
p = SN12, and 
S:: Inf jn tw* 
d&Q) (jQ Iz41p+ yp+ l) 
(S is the best Sobolev constant). 
Then x,, E 52 and x0 is a critical point of cp. 
Our r ext result provides a kind of converse to Theorem 1. 
THEOI.EM 2. Assume that N 2 5, and x0 E 52 is a non-degenerate critical 
point of rp. There exists &o > 0 such that: 
(a) VE E 10, .co[, 3u, solving (P,), 
(b) ~vu,~*-+&, as E-+0. 
Actually, there exists a continuous map 
t H (Et, u,): (0, 11 --) R: x ff;@) 
such ths t: 
(a) Vt E 10, 11, 24, solves (P,,), 
(b) &,--rO and lVu,l*-pS,, as t-+0. 
NON-LINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATION 
We know that for any x E RN and 1 E R: , the functions 
/1’N- 2)/2 
%(y)= (1 +~2 ly42)(N-2)/2 
satisfy on RN the equation 
-AU=N(N-2) Up. 
S does not depend on Q, is never achieved when 52 is bounded, whereas it 
is on RN for any of the UX,l which are the only positive minimizers-see 
[Z, 7, lo]. Let P denote the projection from H’(Q) onto HA(Q), i.e., 
u = Pf is the solution of: 
Au= Af on52 
u=o on a52. 
We will find a solution of (P,) under the form 
where x, +x0, & + + co, a, --f (N(N- 2))(N-2)/4, and w, --f 0 in Hi(Q) as 
E -+ 0. Part (b) is a direct consequence of these facts. 
Our procedure is in some way analogous to constructions of C. Taubes 
[15] and S. Donaldson [9] in which concentrated self-dual connections 
are found by correcting suitably chosen approximate solutions. We state 
immediately a proposition which will be very useful throughout the paper 
and whose proof is given in Appendix A: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (x, ,I) E f.2 x R*, and qx,n = U,,A - PUx,l. We have 
(4 0 G Vpx,E. G Ux,l 
(b) 
where fx,l verifies the uniform estimates 
1 
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where a = d(x, 32) is the distance between x0 and the boundary of Q. 
The 3aper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give a proof of 
Theorern 1. In Section 3, we develop the technical framework which will 
allow u; to prove Theorem 2 in Section 4. The proofs of the two theorems 
require some technical computations which are presented in Appendix B. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let us recall the result we want to prove in this section: Assume that (u,) 
is a seq lence of solutions of (P,) such that 
IW2-P~X, as s--,0, x,E~. 
Then x,, E Q and #(x0) = 0. 
Note that from the regularity theory for this kind of equation, we know 
that U, s a smooth function. First, let us state the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that (u,) is a sequence of HA(Q) satisfying the 
hypothe Des of Theorem 1. Then we have, for E small enough, 
4 = %PUxc,I, + WC> (2.1) 
where a:E R, X,E Q, A,E R*, , W, E E,L,j.13 and 
a, -+ a = (N(N-- 2))(N-2)/4 
*, + x0 
&d,+ +CO 
we+0 in HA(Q) 
as e+O. 
d, = a(~,, ar;l) is the distance between x, and the boundary of 52, and for 
any (x, ~)EQxR*+, E,,, denotes the subspace of HA(Q): 
(2.2) 
NON-LINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATION 5 
The proof of this proposition is postponed until the end of the section. 
Following an idea of H. Brezis and L. A. Peletier [8], the proof may now 
be decomposed into two steps: 
Step 1. If u is a smooth function which satisfies 
i 
-du=f(u) on52 
u=o on aa. 
we have 
nda=O. 
In particular, we get 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Step 2. According to the notations of Proposition 2, we have 
where r is a strictly positive constant which depends on N only. Since 
lq’(x,)l w 2(N - 2)/(2d,)N- ’ as d, + 0, the result follows. 
Proof of Step 1. Let us multiply (2.3) by au/Q, and integrate on $2. 
The right side is zero and integration by parts yields on the left 
1 au 2 = -- 
2 aQ 2% nida JO 
since on aa, Vu = (Vu. n)n = (ih/an)n. 
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Pro01 of Step 2. Multiplying the equation - APU,$, A, = N(N- 2) iIJ& 1, 
by aPC ,.., Jayi and integrating on L2, we obtain 
intl:grating by parts and using the equality 
where 1) is a strictly positive constant which depends on N only-see the 
proof o!’ (B.12). So we have 
(2.7) 
with I-== N(N - 2) Da. Note that the following estimates hold as d + 0: 
(2.9) 
so that the term cp’(x,)/i,N-* is exactly of the order i/A,N-*d,N-’ when 
d, + 0. ITor example, let us prove (2.8): Q being smooth, there exists d,, > 0 
such thl t 
Then, let x” = 2x’ - x be the symmetric of x with respect o the boundary 
of Q. For do small enough, x” # 52. The function y c-t l/lx” - ylN-* is 
harmonic in 52 and 
on&2 as d+O. 
Thus, the maximum principle yields 
q(x) = H(x, x) = 
Hence (:!.8). 
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Now, in addition to (2.7), we also have 
This is clear when x,EQ, since, up to a multiplicative constant, 
(2.10) 
U;8,,,(y) = 0(1/I~N-2)‘2) far from x0, (aG/an)(a, y) is bounded in a 
neighbourhood of x0, so that 
(2.11) 
In the case x0 E %2, (2.11) still holds in any closed subset of aQ which does 
not contain x0. Let us choose aO~RN such that (~~-0~) .n,=2. There 
exists r>O such that 
Then, we can write 
+s apuG, 1, ( > * do 1~--6013). an 
and using (2.7) we get 
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But if v/e multiply the equation - APU,, )., = N(N- 2) uce, l, by Cy= 1 yi 
(dPllrc, Jayi) and we integrate on Q, we obtain (see (B.25)) 
Hence (2.10). According to (2.7) and (2.10), it only remains to prove that 
to obta n (2.6). One can even remark that Pohozaev’s equality for (P,), 
E s R 
-obtai:red by multiplying (P,) by Cr= i yi(&,/8yi) and integrating on 
&--together with (B.26) and (2.10) yields 
if N>5 
if N=4. 
Conseqliently, we see that in any cases it is sufficient o prove 
(2.12) 
which is achieved in Appendix C. Hence (2.6) and Theorem 1. 
Befor’: ending this section, we give the proof of Proposition 2. 
Let (,dE) be a family of HA(Q) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
(u,) beilrg bounded in HA(Q), we may extract a sequence-which we still 
call (U,:-which converges weakly in HA(Q) and Lp+‘(Q), and a.e. to a 
limit u’. u” solves the problem 
-Au = up, ~20 onQ,u=O on&S. (2.13) 
We claiin that no = 0. Indeed, suppose it is not true. Since u” satisfies (2.13), 
we have 
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On the other hand, we know that 
s, lvuOi’bS(~*u”L”)2’n+1 
so that 
s lVu012 2 p, with p = SN’*. R 
Since U, - a0 weakly and jn IVu,l 2 + p as E + 0, we find 
and (u,) converges trongly to u” in HA(O), in contradiction with 
IhI2 -A, as E +O. 
Set now 
According to the hypotheses, we know that E(u,) goes to (f - l/(p + 1))~ 
and E’(u,) goes to zero in H;(O) as E goes to zero. Then [14, Proposi- 
tion 2.11 asserts that there exists ul, a non-trivial solution of the problem 
-Au= IuIp--l u on RN, u(x)--,0 as IxJ+ +co. (2.14) 
(y,) is a sequence of RN and (r,) a sequence of R*, tending to zero such 
that, at least for some subsequence, 
IL, = be)ye, re - u1 in H= {uEL~+~(R~),VUEL~(R~)} 
equipped with the HA-scalar product, where 
eE(x) = r~N-2)i2z4E(rs(x - y,)) if r&x - y,) E !2 
*E(x) = 0 otherwise. 
($,) converging a.e. for some subsequence, we derive that u1 is actually a 
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positive solution of (2.14). Then, [14] shows 
s.t. 
r(N- 2)/2 
u =a (1 +r2 I. -a12)w--2~/4 = au,,,, 
Taking account of 
jRN IWe12= j, IW2-v= 
there exists (r, a) E R*, x RN 
a = (N(N- 2))(-)‘4. 
1 IVu’12 RN 
we dedt ce that ($,) converges trongly to U’ in H, namely 
r~N-2)/2u,(r,(~ - y)) = u1 + aE, with a,-+OinHass+O. 
Setting rE = rE(a - x,), U, = r/r,, we may also write 
4=aUze,,+~~, with a:,+OinHase-+O (2.15) 
since th: H-norm is invariant under translation and resealing. Of course, 
we have ,u~-) +co, z,+xo as E -+ 0. Moreover, D being smooth, 
lim E-O l~~l&(~)=~= Ia~z,.~,I&~R N implies that for E small enough, Z,EO ) 
and 
PE &,, 8Q) --) + 03 as E +O. (2.16) 
Then, ut ing Proposition 1, we see that (u,/a - PU,, p6) converges to zero in 
HA(Q) 2 s E goes to zero. Applying-as we will do in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3 in the next section-the assertion of [4, Proposition 71, we know we 
can writ :, provided E is sufficiently small, 
u, = a, PUxe, 1, + we t (2.17) 
where x: E Q, & E R: , w, E Exe, *,, a,eR, and w,+O in HA(Q) as s-0. 
Moreovrr, we know that a6 is bounded. It follows from (2.17) that 
Ia,pU,~,,~I~:,=~+o(l). 
But, using (2.15) and (2.17), we deduce that 
s MaU,, p(E - a,puxc, J12 = 41) R 
so that 
aa, s VUze, pe VPUxe, l, = P + 4 1). (2.18) R 
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Since we have the estimate (see [3]) 
and using the Green’s fo~~la 
(2.18) implies that 
a,+ l-00, X8 --f x0 as E+O 
and using (2.16) we find 
a, d(x,, ix2) --+ + 03 as E + 0. 
Finally, (B.2) shows that LX, -+ CI as E --) 0, and the proposition is proved. 
The next two sections are devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. 
3. THE TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK 
For E > 0, we define on HA(Q) - {0} the C2-functional 
If u is a critical point of K,, u satisfies on f2 the equation 
-du=l(u) /uy-’ ufeu 
with 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(Note that if 0 < E < 1,) we have necessarily I(U) > 0). This will allow us to 
look for U, satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1 as critical points of K,. 
Conversely, we know that any solution of (3.2) is a critical point of KE. We 
now state a proposition which is crucial in the sequel: 
hOPOSITION 3. Let 
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where d = d(x, aL?) and TO, yl,, are certain strictly positive constants and E,,, 
is defint d by (2.2). We have the equivalence: 
(x, ,I, v) is a critical point of the functional 
J,:M+R 
(x, A v) + KAPU,,, + v) 
if and o sly if u = PU,, j. + v is a critical point of K,. 
Befor: proving this proposition, let us introduce the quantities 
@(x, A, v) = j VPU,* vu 
R 
!qFl,~, v)=j*v~vv 
&(x, A, u) = i, v y vu, l<i<N 
(3.4) 
for (x, .l, v) EB x RT x HA(Q). The equality to zero of these quantities 
means e rractly that v E E,, . Then (x, 1, v) E M is a critical point of J, if and 
only if there exists (tl, /II, yI, . . . . yN) E RN+’ such that 
that is, 
(*I 
~(x,~,v)=pjQv~vv I I 
+ 5 Y, j*vtgp l<i<N (*L, 
j=l 
$$(x, A, V)=p jy$9v 
am +fy,*. 
j=l J (*Iv 
NON-LINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATION 13 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we show first that for (x, A) given, Ad large 
enough, there exist v,,,,~EE~,~ and (~1, /I, yl, . . . . Y~)~,~,~ER~+* such that 
the last equation of (*) is satisfied. Moreover, v,,,,~ goes to zero as E goes 
to zero and Id to infinity. Then, the problem of finding (x, A) such that the 
N+ 1 first equations of (*) are satisfied will turn out to be equivalent to 
finding a fixed point of a certain continuous map which we will estimate, 
and Brouwer’s theorem will allow us to conclude. 
Concerning Theorem 1, writing u, = c(, PU,, + w, as stated in Proposi- 
tion 2, we can see that necessarily w,/a, = u,,,,~. Then, using previous com- 
putations, we find again in the case N> 5 that x, cannot go to the bound- 
ary of 0, and must converge to a critical point of cp, that is, x0 E Sz and x0 
is a critical point of cp. 
We turn now to the proof of Proposition 3. Reference [4, Proposition 71 
states that, for 1 uJ H:, = 1, q small enough, and 
where cr = 1 U X,l H;(RN) is a constant depending on N only, the problem 1 
Minimize lu-a%lHa 
where (a, x, A) vary in the open set defined by a E If, 2[ and id> l/41, 
admits a unique solution. 
Using the estimate 
and writing for u E HA(Q) - { 0) 
we see there exist T, and q,,, strictly positive constants, such that if 
P-2) 
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with P, = (PU,,j(x, A) ED x R *, , Ad > To}, there is a unique way to write 
u = CiPU, j. f v, (3.5) 
where ~,x,I)E]~~~~~/~~,~IuI~~/o[:x~xR*,, M>Td4, and v~E~,,t. 
Let us define, for a, x, A, v given, 
U m,x,%,o = upux,% + v. (3.6) 
For the sake of simplicity, we note u the function u,,~,~.,“. Set now 
v~E,.i., NE . (3.7) 
Then, (c:, x, A, v) is a critical point of the functional 
M’-+R 
if and only if u = ~PIY,,~ + v is a critical point of K,. Observing that K, is 
homoge leous of degree 0, in fact we have: (x, I, v) is a critical point of the 
function al 
M”+R 
@,A u)++K,(PU,,A+u) 
(3.8) 
if and o lly if u = PU,, + v is a critical point of K,, where 
M’=((x,~,v)~52xR*,xH~(S2)/3cr~R s.t. (cz,x,A,v)~M’}.(3.9) 
Finally, M” contains the open subset 
and the proof of Proposition 3 is completed. 
In the following, we turn to the analysis of the system (*). 
We begin with the last equation (*)“, that is, the derivative of J, with 
respect  3 u. Namely, we prove the following: 
NON-LINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATION 15 
PROPOSITION 4. There exist E, > 0, T, > 0, and a C ’ map which to any 
(8, x, A) E (0,~~) x Sz x Rz s.t. Id> T, associates u,,.,~ E: HA(R) such that 
V E.X,A~EX,i, and (*)” is satisfied for some (u, fl, yl, . . . . yN)E,X,I~RN+2. 
Moreover. there exists k > 0 s.t. 
h,,o.I&k 
i 
1 
m+j& if N=5 
(Log(Ad))2i3 + e(log n)2’3 
NO4 112 
if N=6 
if N>6. 
Finally, there exists a neighbourhood of 0 into HA(Q) such that v,,,,~ mini- 
mizes JE(x, A, v) with respect to u, and is the only u E E,,, such that (*)” may 
be satis~ed for some (a, p, yl, . . . . y N) E RN + 2 in this neighbour~tood. 
Proof. We follow an original argument due to A. Bahri [3]. The proof 
relies on an appropriate expansion of J, in a neighbourhood of v = 0. We 
recall that for any (x, J., u) E M, we have 
Developing this expression, we find that 
J&x, 2% VI= Je(xs L 0) -i-.&x,;(~) + !&A~) + LA(~), (3.11) 
where 
(3.12) 
2fP + 3) ~WJX,,) 
+(P+vSnPUC,:’ 
(ja w,2()2] 
ssa/sa,i1-2 
16 
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fc,x,j. is a continuous linear form over E,, equipped with the scalar product 
inherited from HA(Q). Therefore 
3!f,.~,~E,,~l~v~E,,~,f,,.~,~(~)=(f,,.~,~,~)~~. , 1 
In the zame way Q,,r,, is a continuous quadratic form over E,,. Moreover, 
there e tists p > 0 such that for E small enough and Ad large enough, we 
have 
QA4&442 1 . . HO’ vv E E, i. . (3.14) 
The proof of this fact is given in Appendix D. We derive the existence of 
a unique symmetric ontinuous and coercive operator AE,X,I from E,,, onto 
itself, s~tch that 
fc,x,j.y 6 E,X,iT and LA are all smooth functions of E, x, 2. 
Usin;: these notations, we have 
aJ 2 av _ (x3 2, 0) =fe,x,i + 'W,,.,o+ Rh,,,(v) 
Lx., 
so that there is an equivalence between the existence of (ct, p, yi, . . . . yN) 
such th,tt (*)” is satisfied and the equation 
.6x2 +'%x,,v+ R:,,,,(u) =O. (3.15) 
Let us tlefine on E,j. x E,,, : 
~w,n(f, v)=f+2A,,,,,v+ K,,,,(u). 
We have 
NON-LINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATION 17 
Then, from (3.13) and (3.14) we deduce that 
3~‘>0, T’>O, ~'>O/V(E,X,I)E]O,~]XSZXR:, 
Ad> T', QU, ~1) E E.x,, x &. 
I4 =,., Ii:,-l'* 8') ) (f, u) is invertible (3.16) 
and the implicit function theorem asserts that for any (E, X, A) such that 
E E (0, E’], Ad> T’, there exists a C’ branch (jI, u,,&f)) starting from 
(0, 0), satisfying FE,x,A(f, vs.,,(f)) = 0, and which may always be continued 
provided Iv.x,A(f)l H; <r’- 
Now, remark that if F,., j.(f, u) = 0, then 
(f,v)-t2(A E,X,%~~ v> + (K.x,%(~)t v> =o 
so that (3.13) and (3.14) imply 
Equations (3.16) and (3.17) show that there exists q > 0 such that for any 
(E, x, A) s.t. EE (0, E’], Ad> T’, the branch (f, v,.,,(f)) may always be 
continued provided }fj N,: < g. Moreover, choosing q small enough, we have 
We claim that 
and the conclusion follows. 
if N--5 
if N=6 (3.18) 
if N>6 
It remains to prove the estimate (3.18). Let us recall that 
Using (B.3) and (B,17), we know Z(PU,.,) is bounded and fn PV$‘,:’ 
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remains bounded away from zero. Using Hiilder’s inequality, the Sobolev 
embedcling theorem, and (B.22)> we find 
I R 
(3.19) 
if N>6. 
Since o E Ex,A, 
have 
U,,, satisfies -AU= ,V(N- 2) Up, and 0 < PU,,, < Uxx j.r we 
1 p pu:.,p = j R R 
vu:,, - U~,j.b 
u:,, I4 3 (3.20) 
where Bd will denote, throughout the paper, the ball of center x and 
radius (! From (B.221, (B.23), and Proposition 1, we deduce that 
( 
1 = 0 (3i4(N+2)/2 IVIH:, ) (3.21) 
and 
(PUP x, i. 
if IV=5 (3.22) 
Hence t>e result. 
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We close the section by stating and proving the following result, which 
is very useful in the sequel: 
THEOREM 3. For 0 = u,,,,~ and (a, P, yl, Y*) = (a, P, Y 1, . . . . yNh x A, the . . 
N + 1 first equations of (* ) are equivalent to 
dN- ‘cp’(x) = I/(&, x, 2) 
v(x) EL-N(N+2)F-= W(E,X,A), 
(3.23) 
2.) AN l 
where V and W are certain continuous functions of E, x, A. which satisfy 
[ 0 ($+c2Ad4) if N=5 
V(/(E, x, 1) = 0 A+ c2(Log A)4’3 Ad5 
( 
if N=6 
;d+Elj*-5&-l 
> 
if N>6 
(3.24) 
0(&i+&) if N=5 
0 m+m+ 
( 
1 E &(Log A)*‘3 = 
/I’d* 
+ E2( Log 1)4’3 
I5 
if N=6 
( 
1 & E E2 
’ ~NdN+l+~N-ldN-~++~N+4)~2d(N--Z),2+~ lj- N>6 
(3.25) 
and E, F are strictly positive constants which depend on N only. 
Remark. In the case N= 4, we find the same as (3.23) with only 
(EC Log A)/A3 instead of EE/~~, and 
However, these estimates are not good enough to conclude in the next 
section. 
Proof of the Theorem. The problem is, before dealing with the N + 1 
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first equations of (*), to evaluate (a, /3, yl, . . . . Y~)~,~,~. For this purpose, we 
considc:r the scalar product of (* ), namely 
~~X,~,Ur,,*)=rs,r.iPu.*.i+Bi,r,%~ 
8Pt.f . 
-+ Ii Y&i * 
j-1 .I 
with respectively PU,,, , i2wxlljai, apu,ja+ 1 dim. 
In Appendix B we show that 
(3.26) 
(VPU,,(*=N(N-2)A-tO 
(3.27) 
where J, B, C are strictly positive constants depending on N only. 
On tile other hand, we have to evaluate the products 
(2, Pux,i)ni (t$, q$$jHh. (2% fg$$& 
Concerlling the first quantity, using (3.1), we have 
8J.9 
Z(> 
E x, A), PU,,, 
> (I 
= 2 IPUX,% + 4 
HA n 
P+yp”)[jn ,VPU,,J 
--E (p~,,,+v)PUx,%-~(PU,,%+v) f s-2 
x 1 Ip~.~*%+4p-1 (pUx,%+~)Pux,,i , R 1 
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Taking account of (F&10), (B.2), (B.141, (B,l8), and (B,li), we find 
i %,x,%)3 PU.x,% ’ (3.28) 
Concerning the other quantities, we remark that 
(3.29) 
Then, we have: 
LEMMA. 
I 
~(~+~) 
4- u- ( 
1 
i15d6 + 
E2( Log q4’3 
a3 > 
0 
( 
1 
--+$ AN- 1dN 
) 
ij- N=5 
if N=6 
if N>6 
(3.30) 
if N=6 
ANdN-i +~N-idN-2+~(N+4)i2d(iY-2)/2+;i3. if N>6, 
(3.31) 
where D, E, F are strictly positive constants depending on N only, 
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Proq r of the Lemma. According to the definition of J,---see (3.10)-we 
have 
Combining the estimates (B.lO), (B-4), (l3.5), (Rl5), (B.16), (B.17), (B,12), 
and (B. 13), we obtain (3.30) and (3.31). 
Let t; s come back to the estimate of (01, /?, yr, .,.$ Y~)~,~,~, Combining 
(3.29)--C 3.31), and observing that H(x, x) = Q( l/dNp2), (8/&i) H(x, ,x) = 
O(l/dN -I), we derive 
if N=5 
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and finally we find, taking account of (3.28) and (3.271, 
Ax,%--0 
i 
if N=5 
?ijd = O jJ$F + i 
1 &*(Log A)+‘3 
(3.32) 
p if N=6,1 <j<N 
if N>6. 
We are now able to analyze what the N + 1 equations (*)x,, 1 < i< N, (*)n 
mean. Using (3.32), Holder’s inequality, and the estimates 
we obtain 
jl(3N- 4)/2d(3N - 2)/2 
(B.19) 
(B.20) 
(B.21) 
if N=5 
if N=6 
if N>6 
and the same estimate divided by A2 for 
Therefore, m~tiplying (*), by ((;IN-22/2A-2’(p+‘)N(N-2)f))dN-1) and 
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(*)j, bj 1/2/I P2’(p+1), we derive from (3.30) and (3.31) the assertion of 
Theoren 3. 
We ILOW turn to the proof of Theorem 2. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let J’~ be a non-degenerate critical point of cp. Without loss of generality, 
we ma:’ assume-for the sake of simplicity-that x,, = 0. For x near 0, d 
remain:; bounded away from zero. Because of the symmetry of H, we have 
afz iaq -=-- 
axi 2 axi 
so that 
W--G x) = 0) + O( 1x1 2, 
for x in a neighbourhood of 0 in Q. 
cp”(O: being invertible, (3.23) becomes 
x= V’(&, x, 2) 
EE NN+W’rpW= W,(E x n) (4.1) -- 
13 AN-’ 33 7 
where r” and w’ are certain continuous functions of E, x, il which verify 
0 lxl*+;+E*1 ( > if N=5 
V’(E,X,A)= lx,‘+f+E2(LogA)4~3A 
> 
if N=6 (4.2) 
if N>6 
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if N=5 
if N=6 
if N=6. 
(4.3) 
Finally, we set 
EE N(N-t2)Fq(O) 
W)=;i-i- aN-l 
and we have 
d5,- N- 1 
( ) 
MN-4) 
da -ooa=a2s= - 
3 &. 
Setting [,* = <,((& + A2J2) = UJE-“(~-~), one checks that <, establishes a 
bijection between 
c-5,*, Cl and [O’E-1/W-4), O”E-‘IW4)], 
where o, w’, 0” are strictly positive constants. Then, from (4.2) and (4.3) 
we derive the existence of e2 > 0, v > 0 such that 
V& < E2, vx, lx\ <,+‘W4), tj’aE [O’E-U(N-4), W’~E-WN-4)] 
1 yr(&, x, a)1 2s lGN-‘l), (Ivy&, x, a)/ < 5:. (4.4) 
These conditions being fulfilled, Brouwer’s fixed point theorem asserts that 
there exist x, and A,, Ix,1 <~.a~‘(~-~), J.,E [~‘a-~‘(~~~), o”E-“(~-~)], such 
that (4.1) is satisfied. Then, we set 
(4.5) 
and by construction we know that 
-d?.4,=~U,~~-1U,-i-EUe on AZ?. (4.6) 
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Moreorer, (B.2) and (B.18) show that (b) is satisfied. Let us verify that 
U, > 0 NI Q. Multiplying (4.6) by U; = Max(0, -u,), the integration on Q 
leads to 
(4.7) 
On the one hand, jn (VU; I2 3 S(Jn (u, ) P+r 2/(P+ ‘) because of the Sobolev ) 
embedcing theorem. On the other hand, Jo (u;)~ 6 C(a) Jn IV(u;)12 
because of the Poincare inequality. Then, from (4.7) we deduce, in the case 
So (u; ) p + ’ # 0, that 
[(l-c(a)&)s](P+‘)‘(p--‘)~ s * K)p+l 1 for E<- CVJ) 
But, PI lx,, A, being positive and u”,~,,~, tending to zero in Lp+ ‘(52) as E goes 
to zero, this inequality is impossible as E is small enough. Therefore U; = 0, 
and aplblying the strong maximum principle, we derive that U, > 0 on 52. 
Final y, let us prove the last assertion of Theorem 1. A solution u, of 
problen. (1.1) has been obtained starting from a fixed point of the map 
AE:@s+QE 
(x, 6) H (V”(E, x, 51, W”(E, x, O), 
where @e = B(O, ~a~/(~-~)) x [ - 46, l,*] and V”, W”(&, x, 4) = 
v’, W’(,:, x, ,I), or equivalently starting from a fixed point of the map 
A::%+% 
(X c-1 ++ (V”‘(E, x 0, WINCE, -Y i)), 
where 4’ = B(0, 1) x [ - 1, 11, and 
V”‘l.5 xv 5) = &,, V”‘(&, V&l’(N-4)X, <,*[) 
W”‘(&, x, [) = + P(E) v&1’(N-4)X, &y). 
E 
One chtcks that Vt E [0, 11, 0 I$ (Id- CA:)(H), so that deg(AL, 4,O) = 1, 
indepenclently of E. Then, from the continuous dependence of Ai on E, we 
deduce--see [12, II-that there exists a continuous map 
F: 10, l] +R: x9!/ 
t - (&I, x,3 i,) 
such that Vt E 10, 11, (X,, [,) is a fixed point of A:,, and a, -+ 0 as t + 0. 
The conclusion follows, and the proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
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Now, let us briefly show how we can again find the results of Section 2. 
If (u,) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we know from Proposition 2 
that we have 
4 = %PUx& + WE 
@,ER, c1, + a = (N(N- 2))CN--2)‘4 
X,EQ, x, + x0 
&ER:, I,d,+ +co 
wE~&e.~~, we--+0 in HA(Q) as E -to, 
(x,, A,, v,) E A4 for E small enough, where u, = ~,/a,. Then, according to 
Proposition 3, (x,, A,, u,) is a critical point of the functional J,, that is, 
there exists (a, /I, yl, . . . . Y,,.,)&ER”‘+~ such that (*) is satisfied with 
(x, I, u) = (x,, A,, 0,). Moreover, as u, goes to zero in HA(Q) as E goes to 
zero, we see from Proposition 4 that for any E sufficiently small the 
following equalities hold: 
Consequently, all the results established in Section 3 may be used without 
change. Therefore, we know that (3.23) is satisfied with (x, A) = (x,, A,), 
and V, W verify the estimates (3.24) and (3.25). 
Suppose that x0 E Q : we claim that x0 is a critical point of cp. Indeed, we 
derive from the last equation of (3.23) and (3.25) the existence of o, w’ 
such that 
where o, o’ are strictly positive constants which do not depend on E. Then 
(3.24) shows that V(E, x,, A,) goes to zero with E, and coming back to the 
first equation of (3.23), we find 
cp’(x,) -+ 0 as ~-0 
so that 
cp’(x0) = 0. 
To show that x0 cannot be on the boundary of 52 requires more computa- 
tions, but again the results of Theorem 3 are sufficient to conclude. 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
Writ:ng PU,,, = U.X3J. - v.~,)., we know that v.%,~ is a harmonic function 
such that 
‘px.2 = U&J. = 
A’.+ 2)/2 
(l+p1.-x~2)w--2)/2 on a52. 
Recallir g that H, a regular part of the Green’s function, satisfies 
dH(x, .)=O 0nSZ 
H(x, .) = 
1 
J.-XJN-2 on aa 
and ap:)lying the maximum principle, we obtain (b). Moreover, (P~,~ is
positive Since - APUx,A = -AU,,, 2 0 on 4 we know, still applying the 
maximum principle, that PU,,, > 0 on 52, and (a) follows. 
Let us now estimate the Lp + ‘-norm of ‘pl,>.. Let us consider $‘x,n the 
functior defined on RN as 
GA = ‘P+,). on Q2, 4 = U,,, on R”‘\Q. 
Since w: have 
we kno\t that 
On the Ither hand, we have the estimates 
(B.1) 
(B.2) 
where A = JRN U;,: ' is a strictly positive constant which depends on N 
only. Taking account of Jn IVPUx,,12 = JR VPU,,, VU,,,, we deduce that 
s R lk~l*=o(&&). 
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As we also have (see the proof of (B. 1) and (B.2)) 
and s R”\L2 
we obtain 
Similar computations give, as can be guessed, for example, from 
homogeneity arguments, the estimates of the Lp+‘(Q)-norm of Jcp,,,/dl 
and @&Jr. 
APPENDIX B : SOME ESTIMATES 
We recall that -AU,,= N(N-2) t!Jf,, on RN, 
where (P~,~ is such that 
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We set R = diam(S2). 
[ lVU12= jRN IVU12-j WI2 'D RN\R 
and 
s (VU(2=u=AyN-2)A with A= i up+’ RN R" 
j 
R 
IVPU12= N(N-2) ja UpPU 
= N(N-2) s n UP+’ -N(N- 2) jQ UPS 
and 
! c u 
Pfl- _ 
a s 
UP-cl- UP+1 
RY 
IJ3.2) 
W.3 1 
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s n 
(J3.4) 
(B-5) 
ProoJ: Let us give the proof of (B.4). 
I n 
VPiJVF=N(N-2) s, Up?. 
I I 
+o 1 up-k 1 A(N+2)/2dN+l J’N-2J/ZdN- 1 
and 
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with 
because of the evenness of U and AH= 0. 
03.6) 
(B.7) 
Proq ‘: Let us give the proof of (B.6). 
dPU 2 Jl I V- duapu R ax, =NN+~)S~ UP-lGaxi 
and 
i # j. (B.9) 
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Proof. Let us give the proof of (B.8). 
s 
v aph v am 1 auapu 
R an --=N(iv+2)j~U~-'~- axi 
and 
(because of the oddness of the function) 
1 rN-’ dr 
~(N--2)/2dN-lx~ (1 +r2)W’+W2 
if N=5 
s IPU~,~t-u~,~,j.lpf’=A+ if N=6 R 
if N>6. 
(B.lO) 
Proof: 
f IPu+ulp+“= R f a 
Pup+‘+(p+l)j*Pu% 
+o s, Pup-V+ IulP” 
( 1 
. 
fra PUP+’ is given by (B.2). 
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s PUJTI = R 
if N = 6 (see the proof of Proposition 3) 
s Pu~-‘u2=o((u(~~) and R I * 14 p+‘= O(JoJf$). 
Then P:*oposition 3 leads to (B.10). 
I 
o(&+$) if N=5 
( 
1 
=A+ 0 (l.d)4+ 
E2( Log Ay’3 
14 
> 
if N=6 (B.11) 
’ 
1 E2 
(ad)“-2 + 2 > 
if N> 6. 
Proof 
~PufuJP-l(PU+u)PU=PUP+‘+pPU% 
+ O(PUp-‘u2 $ PU (u/P if p>2). 
See the xoof of (B.lO). 
i 
if N=5 
--20 aH 
=pq-p)+ if N=6 (B.12) 
if N>6 
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if N=5 
E’(LOg d)4’3 
1’ 
if N=6 (B.13) 
2 
+L N+4)/2d(N-2)/2 15 if N>6. 
Proof: Let us give the proof of (B.12). 
s am (PU+uJP+’ (PU+u)- R ax, 
(i) Estimate of Jn PUp(aPU/lJxi). 
PUP = Up - pup- ‘cp + 0( Up-‘cp2), and 
am D aH 
UP-=--- 
dXi 
AN- 2 axi tx, x, + o 
(see the proof of (B.4)) 
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Indeed, let us write 
and, using (8.23), 
if IV=.5 
if N=6 
if N> 6. 
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Last, 
i 
if iv==5 
JBd *P--Z it?3 g, o ((~~~)~2’~) if N-6 
if N>fi. 
Indeed 
and 
Finally, 
38 
and 
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if N-c8 
= 
if N=8 
if IV>8 
Last, 
(iii) Estimate off, PUp.-2(~~U/~xi)v2+~* (dPU/ih,)]vlf' (ifp>2). 
J n 
pup-2 !?.$2 
I 
= o 
RI 
J1, u(p-m4 IMP- 11 ~~i’“‘“/“-1~)i”-1~““” ,u;xal 
2!z 0
I( 
l, JiR ‘;i’+::; 1 dr)‘/” (*/ $1 
3N/2 
= w” IUIZH~) 
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Then, using Proposition 3, we obtain (B.12). 
(B.14) 
0 if N=5 
if N=6 
= 
if N=7 
1 1 
~tN+4MZdtN+2),2+~NdN+l +’ 
1 
A(N+*)/QN/2 if N>8 
(B.15) 
40 
s 
am a 
R 
(PC *,a + %,,,a) -y- 
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E 
=--I 
1 
’ A4d3 i-1 
A3+ O 
1 
ASd4 
+ E( Log A)4’3 
AS 
0 
1 1 
AN-‘dN-2+~(N+*),*d(N+*),*+~ 
Proqf: Let us give the proof of (B.16). We have 
if N=5 
if N=6 
if N>6. 
(B.16) 
with 
s 
2.R rN-’ dr 
o (1 + r2)W-2)/* 
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On the other hand, 
and using (B.22) and Proposition 3, we obtain (B.16). 
I(PU,,,)=N(N-2j+u 
PRX$. Use (B.2), (B.3), (B.lO), (B.l4), and Proposition 3. 
=0(l) 
I I 
a2w,A 
ax, aXj 
= O(A2) 
H:, 
41 
(B.17) 
(B.18) 
(B.19) 
(B.20) 
(B.21) 
ProoJ: Let us give the proof of (B,21). Using the Green’s formula, we 
have 
Computations show that &J,@A2=O(U/A2), a26,faA2=0( l//lfN+ 2)i2dN-2) 
so that 
and 
hence (B.2 1). 
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if N=5 
if N=6 (I-3.223 
if iv>6 
if N=S 
if N=6 (B.23) 
if N>6. 
Proc ,f: 
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On one hand, integrating by parts we obtain 
s 
am 
-APU f yi- 
s-2 i=l @i 
(see (B.2)). 
On the other hand, 
where we used the equality aUjay,= -aUJax,. We remark that we have 
also 
so that 
N 
L c UP apu i=l YiF= -y s, UPPU-p2 j* up-$Pu 
+p 5 xi j* WEPU. 
i= 1 
Now, we know that 
(see the proof of (B.3)) 
(see the proof of (B.12)). 
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= O ( J-RN,, up+‘+ IICPII, j, up) 
(see the proof of (B.3) and Proposition 1). 
Hence (B.25 ). 
(B.26) 
s 
u2 > Y LogWJ + o 
E’ 
R A,2 
where y is a strictly positive constant which depends on N only. For this 
last es imate, we recall that u, = az PU,,18 + w,, where W, satisfies (C.l). 
Prol f: Developing uz, we find 
4 = a3J~z,A, + WL,,A,bx,,~, + Iw,I) + ~4); 
if N 2 j, 
s !Z 
if N=I., 
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The other terms are small: 
s u R 
i u R 
s R I%l2 = W,l2,$ 
Then, (C.l) and (B.22) allow us to conclude. 
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF (2.12) 
Using the notations of Section 2, we want to prove 
45 
(2.12) 
First, we multiply (P,) by W, and we integrate on Q; we find 
Then, following step by step the end of the proof of Proposition 4 in 
Section 2, we obtain the basic estimate 
if N=4, 5 
1 WE1 H:, = if N=6 (C.1) 
1 
(~,d,)(“‘2,” +; if N>6. 
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Now, let us consider [, a smooth function in R”, such that 
CG:5<1, KY)=O for I.d~-<, l(y)=1 for ly}&l 
and [, defined as 
C,bJ)=i (yq. 
E 
cede is a solution in H;(Q) of the problem 
-AL~c-&wc=fe on0 
Lws=O on &2 
with f, = iA+’ + EU.+,~, -N(N-2)a,U~~,~.~)-2Vi,.Vw,-tr;,Ar,. In order 
to shoal (2.12), we will use the inequality 
(C.2) 
where I 7 is a constant and l/q = l/a - (1 - l/~)/(~ - 1 f; q = 2 corresponds 
to a a :: 2N/(N+ 1). After the multiplication by c,, what occurs around x, 
does not count anymore, and this will make the boundary estimate 
sharper t
f,=Qc5sw:&.B+ l%lP+Nx,,%,)+ IVLI IVWA + l&l IWAI 
and we have to estimate each term in the L’(G)-norm. 
&; ((y/T;8,Ae)a 2’y=o 
) [( 
gw+ww++-N 
I 
+-2 rN-’ dr (N+ 1)/N 
X %~Ed,,2 (1 +ryw~+2f/w+lf ! 1 
I 
&R rN--l dr 
X i,d,,* (1 + ry‘+-2H~+ 1) 
)(N+i)/N]=o(~) 
(lo ml Ivw~lY)2’a=0 [ lwclK:, (1 lvi.l~“:‘2-~))i2-“i’~] 
=o[yq=o(A~-~d~-‘)+o(~). 
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In the same way, 
using Holder’s inequalities, the Sobolev embedding theorem, and (Cl). 
P u The only remaining term is (jn ([, Jw,l ) ) 2/a, which is the most difficult to 
estimate because pa 7 p + 1. However, coming back to the equation 
-Aw,= uf +EU,- N(N-2) ~r,lJ,p~,~., 
we multiply by (t(N-*Z)/(N+ 1) (w,J*/(N+ 1) w, and we integrate on Q. Integra- 
tion by parts and the Sobolev embedding theorem lead to the inequality 
I 
4W,(;(-)/(N+ l) (W,\*/(N+ 1) w, 
R 
2c(J/, ,w.Ip)~)2’~+o(J~ ‘W,‘(N+3)‘(N+l) ‘VW,’ ‘Vp-*)‘(N+l)’ 
+ lw,l *(N+Z)/(N+ 1) qw*)/(N+ 1) 2 I c 
I)? 
where C is a strictly positive constant, and we have 
I ‘W,‘(N+31/(N+11 ,vw,, \Vpp2w+1)( R 
=0[(5, IW~lp+1)(N+3)‘1N+1)(P+1)(j~ ,vw,12)1’2 
3/N(N+ 1) 
2(N--2MN+ l))Nbv+ lV3 > 1 
1 . 
In the same way, 
2(N+ 2)/(N + 1) 
I IWCI *(N+*ll(N+ 11 \Vl(N-*MN+ e 1) 2 _ 0 
n 
’ - [ ‘;j:L2),(N+l) 1’ 
580/89/l-4 
and we compute 
(N~+N+6]/ZN(Nfi~ 
~2N(Nfl)/(N~+N+iij 
I 
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so that finally 
49 
(IQ (5, ,w,,p)“)2’a= * [ l~slz~;2)‘(N-2) 
E 
+ ,W,,;h+3w-2) 1, 
WJ W+5N--Z)/(N-2) 
+~(N+‘)l(N-22) 
( 
i ifNE4e(L0~~&‘6’5 if,=,); 15/2 9 E 6 
1 
a(N+4)/(N-2)(aEd~)(N-5)(N+2)/2(N-2) 
ifN=6 
E >I 
as one can check using (C. 1). Hence (2.12). 
APPENDIX D: PROOF OF (3.14) 
LEMMA. 
3(~*, T*, p) E (R:)3 s.t. V(E, x, A) E 10, E*] x Q x R:, Ad> T* 
Q,,x,n(u) 2 P 14 i,;, Vu E E,,,. 
Proof. QE,x,l is defined by (3.12). Estimates (B.3), (B.17), (B.24), and 
(3.19)-(3.22) show that the lemma is true if we find p’>O s.t. V(x, A.) E 
RNxR*+, VUEE,,~, 
s, lV~[~-N(N+2)jn U,p,j1u2ap’ luI&. P.1) 
Let n be the stereographic projection of the spheres SN onto RN, with 
respect o the north pole. Namely, 
Vx=(xl, . ..) X,+,)ESN, 
xi 
Yi=l-xN+, 
Vi, l<i<N, 
where n(x)=y=(y ,,..., yN)eRN. 03.2) 
For w a function defined on RN, one can define a function u on SN by 
u(x) = W(Y), y = n(x). (D.3) 
50 
Then, (D.2) leads to 
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‘VSNll’* = (1 +lp* ,vw,2 
and w:len the functions may be integrated, we have 
s SN 
Now, lor oeH= {uEL~+’ (RN)/‘Vu~L2(RN)}, let us define 
u(x)= (1 + ly12)(N-2)‘2 u(y), VXESN. 
(D.4) 
P.5) 
(D-6) 
Using D.4), we obtain 
‘v,Nu’2 =(1 +:‘*I2 [ (1 + ‘y’2)N-2 ‘vu’2 
Then, lD.5) gives 
+2(N-2)(1+ ly(2)N-3 2 yi”g 
i= 1 I 
+(N+2)2 (l+ ly12)N-4 ly12 u2 . 1 (D.7) 
N au 
xi:l 4’5$+ (1+ ly12)2 
w-2~2i~i~~, dy 1 . (D.8) 
But, integrating by parts, we find 
,[ 
N 
Yi 
RN 2W-2) iCl i + 1 y~2 
v&+w-2)21Y12v2 dY 
ayi (l+ lY1212 1 
= -N(N-2)~R~(I+r;12)2dy 
so that 
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The spectrum of the operator -Asp is known-see [S]. 
values are 
Namely, the eigen- 
A,=k(N+k-l), k>O, 
with multiplicity nk = 
(N+k-2)! (N+2k-l)! 
k! (N-l)! ’ 
In particular, we have 
I,=O, n,=l, u,=l 
A,=N, n,=N+l, ~~,~=x~, l<i<N+l 
I,=2(N+ l), 
where the u, denote the associated eigenvectors. 
Using (DS), we remark that u is orthogonal to uO, ul,i (1~ i < N+ 1) on 
SN if and only if v is orthogonal to U,, 1, 8 UO, /axi ( 1~ i < N), a UO, I /aA in 
H. In this case, we have 
Therefore, combining (D.5) and (D.6), (D.9) leads to 
j [ RN 
Iw2-w-)(1 +ryl2)’ 2 ]dya4i2 jRN(l+7Y,2)2dv 
or equivalently 
j[ 
V2 
Iw2--N(~+2) (I+ ly12)2 1 RN IVv 1 2 .dy. 
Since this inequality holds for any v E J??~,~, (D.l) is satisfied with p’ = 
4/(N + 4), and the lemma is proved. 
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